
Editorial Calendar 2010

  Description Bonus Distribution Deadlines

	 February The	decade	ahead	 • Mobile World Congress		 Ad booking deadline:
  The 2000s had it all. It started with levels of excess unlikely to be seen again before plummeting into the worst recession the industry had ever seen. • CTIA Wireless IT  22/01/10 
  A gradual recovery has been pockmarked by obstacles and, through it all, seismic developments have changed the face of the industry.   
  But what will the next decade hold? How will the industry look as we move into 2020? MCI looks to the future.    

	 	 Network	optimisation	and	the	impact	of	smartphones	   
  The popularity of the iPhone and its many imitators has finally delivered the proof that the mobile data concept so badly needed. But are networks really    
  dimensioned to cope with what the industry hopes will be an ongoing surge in mobile data usage? With the likes of O2 UK embarking on major network expansion   
  projects during 2010, what needs to be done to the network to ensure the mobile data experience is rewarding for end users, and how much will it cost?

	 	 Social	networks	on	mobile
  The social phenomena of the decade has seen people flock to social networks in their hundreds of millions. The mobile extension to these networks is increasingly  
  well used. What are the patterns of usage, to what extent are social networks driving mobile data usage and what opportunities are there for fruitful relationships  
  between carriers and social networks?

	 April Application	stores,	the	impact	on	carrier	billing,	and	in-application	billing	 •	East AfricaCom  Ad booking deadline:
  One of the defining trends of 2009, application stores have created a new revenue model that will become increasingly important. But what does this mean for •	WiMAX Forum Congress Asia  20/03/10 
  the billing units within mobile carriers? How easy is it for them to adapt to these new models, how can they maintain a stake in the billing relationship when they  •	LTE World Summit  
  don’t own the application store and what do they need to do to facilitate in application billing? 

	 	 Android
  In 2009 Android made significant headway and analysts expect it to be a top-three operating system within a few years. But Google, its primary backer,  
  seems reluctant to take the lead in marketing the platform. Will the ecosystem of carriers, vendors and developers enable Android to thrive?  
  And how can Google secure lasting commitment from key handset vendors like Samsung, which – late in 2009 – launched its own proprietary OS?

	 June The	most	influential	women	in	mobile	 •	CommunicAsia  Ad booking deadline:
  A recent study of the most powerful people in mobile revealed that the vast majority of industry organisations have men in the very top spots. •	WiMAX Forum Global Congress  21/05/10 
  The number of women in very senior positions is on the increase, though, and in this special edition MCI profiles the most influential.  

 August	 Network	sharing/outsourcing/managed	services	 •	 IBC  Ad booking deadline:
  Network management has, for some time now, been a key source of revenue for those players in the industry that were once described as ‘infrastructure vendors’. •	CTIA Wireless IT & Entertainment 23/07/10 
  When there’s cost to be taken out of a carrier’s business, the network is now the first place they look to make cuts and network outsourcing and network sharing      
  have become, in many markets, the norm. The logical extension, being called for by some senior executives, is a single network market. But could this ever work?

	 	 Messaging
  The variety of messaging options available to mobile users is wider than ever  before. Text message, MMS, email, instant messaging, and the various proprietary  
  applications within social networking environments make for a complex web of alternative communication solutions. What is the carrier’s role in this environment  
  and what is being done to try and create a genuinely unified messaging experience?

	 October Smartphones	and	the	evolving	form	factor	 •	AfricaCom  Ad booking deadline:
  The traditional form factor of the mobile device has evolved. The move to far greater capabilities on the mass market handheld has led to a blurring of the lines  •	Symbian Exchange & Exposition 23/09/10 
  between laptops and smartphones, with netbooks and smartbooks two recent category additions. Which firms are making the moves in this new crossover space,    
  what kind of devices are hitting the market and how are the distribution models changing?

  LTE
  2010 has long been billed as the year of LTE. Towards the end of the year we’ll take stock of the global LTE situation, looking at deployments, performance, handsets    
  and the obstacles that have had to be overcome. We’ll also look forward to future developments.     

	 December Year	in	review	 •	GSM>3G Middle East Ad booking deadline: 
      17/11/10


